Abstract-In this paper, we test the robustness of emotion extraction from English language books published in the 20 th century. Our analysis is performed on a sample of the 8 million digitized books available in the Google Books Ngram corpus by applying three independent emotion detection tools: WordNet Affect, Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count, and a recently proposed 'Hedonometer' method. We also assess the statistical robustness of the extracted patterns as well as their outputs on specific parts of speech. The analysis confirms three main results: the existence of recognizable periods of positive and negative 'literary affect' from 1900 to 2000, a general decrease in the usage of emotion-related words in printed books that lasts at least until the 1980s, and, finally, a divergence between American and British books, with the former using more emotion-related words from the 1960s.
I. INTRODUCTION
The study of cultural dynamics has recently been transformed by the availability, and by the relative ease of storage and analysis, of massive amounts of data. Novel forms of human-generated input (e.g., Facebook, Twitter, blogs) are produced daily, forming an interesting information source for studies on social and cultural behavior. At the same time, an increasing amount of 'traditional' data, such as books and newspaper articles, is digitized and made available for quantitative analysis.
One criticism targeting the use of 'Big Data' in social and human sciences is that the vast majority of works focuses on a short-time scale. However, 'Long Data' [1] with a temporal span of years or even centuries (as opposed to days or months for Social Media studies) are available as well and could be potentially used to answer different questions. For example, a new field of research dubbed 'Culturomics' [2] proposes to use quantitative data, in particular word frequencies in millions of digitized books, to help understand aspects of cultural dynamics at longer time scales.
Building on those ideas, recent studies tried to analyse the use of emotion-related words on long-time scale. An analysis of song lyrics, for example, showed a downward trend in their 'happiness' from the 1960s to the mid 1990s [3] . DeWall et al. [4] , similarly, studied word usage in song lyrics from 1980 to 2007, and found that the use of 'angry' and 'antisocial' lyrics increased over this period. In a follow-up study, Twenge et al. [5] concluded that individualistic words increased in American books between 1960 and 2008, whereas communal words did not. In another example, it was shown that fairy tales have a much wider range of emotion word densities than novels, and thus, are generally more 'emotional' [6] .
In our recent work [7] , we used the Google Books Ngram corpus [2] to extract emotional trends from 20 th century books written in English language. Our analysis yielded three main results: a) the existence of recognizable periods of positive and negative affect (see an example in Figure 1 ), b) a general decrease in the use of emotion-related words throughout the century, and c) a divergence between American and British books, with the former being comparatively more emotional from the 1960s onwards.
In this paper, we report on a series of analyses performed in order to check the level of robustness in the emotional scoring of books. Primarily, we have updated our findings to include the new version of the Google Books Ngram corpus, available from July 2012, which contains data from more than 8 million digitized books 1 [8] .
An obvious concern regards the suitability of the tools applied for the emotion extraction from text. In [7] , we applied WordNet Affect (WNA), a variant of WordNet which consists of emotion-oriented words extracted by selecting and labeling synsets representing affective concepts [9] - [11] . Previously, WNA has been successfully applied for the task of extracting collective mood patterns from human-generated content posted on Social Media, such as the microblogging platform of Twitter [12] - [14] . Here, we compare WNA results with the outputs obtained from two alternative mood extraction tools, namely the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) ( [15] , [16] ), and a recently developed method for extracting the degree of 'Happiness' from content posted on Twitter, dubbed 'Hedonometer' (HED) [17] . LIWC has also been incorporated in recent research developments, such as models for predicting an election outcome [18] or for estimating circadian patterns of affect [19] based on Social Media content.
Furthermore, we assess the statistical robustness of the extracted emotion patterns by estimating confidence intervals (CIs) for the central results. As it is well known, the distribution of word frequencies in language follows 'Zipf's law', where the frequency of a word is inversely proportional to its frequency rank [20] - [22] . For our results, this means that high-frequency terms might determine on their own the trends for specific emotions, obscuring the role of the numerous lowfrequency terms.
Lastly, an aspect overlooked in our previous analysis was the role of Part-Of-Speech (POS) information. It has been proposed that certain lexical categories, as adjectives and adverbs, are particularly good indicators of emotional content [23] . The new version of the Google Books Ngram corpus provides POS tags, that were absent from the previous version [8] , hence, we now can compare our original results with trends obtained by considering only terms tagged as adjectives or adverbs.
II. DATA
We use data provided in the second version of the Google Books Ngram corpus. 2 The corpus is a digitization of 8, 116, 746 volumes, which represent approximatively a 6% of all books ever published [8] . Books from a variety of languages are included, but, for our analysis, we make use of English language books divided in three sub-corpora and we limit our queries to volumes published between 1900 and 2000 (both included). The three sub-corpora considered are: English (all books, for a total, in the period considered, of 2, 980, 271 volumes), American English (English language books published in United States; 2, 073, 315 volumes), and, finally, British English (English language books published in Great Britain; 796, 363 volumes).
The corpora give information on how many times, in a given year, an 1-gram or an n-gram is used, where an 1-gram is a string of characters uninterrupted by space (i.e., a word, but also numbers, typos, and so on) and an n-gram is a sequence of n 1-grams. For our analysis we use only the frequencies of 1-grams since the emotion extraction lexicons are also based around single terms. Additionally, the corpora provide syntactic annotations, by tagging words with their POS [8] .
III. METHODS
In this section, we describe the three emotion detection tools utilised (WNA, LIWC, HED) as well as the filtering procedure of the Google corpus, and the additional analysis performed to compute CIs and to account for the various POS.
We focus on the three results mentioned in the Introduction. For the first one (i.e., existence of recognizable periods of positive and negative affect), we compare the outputs of the three emotion detection tools. For the second (decrease of emotion-related words) and third results (American and British English comparison) we can only use WNA and LIWC, as HED does not provide an assessment of the general emotional content in the texts. The additional analyses (CIs and POS analysis) are performed on both WNA and LIWC for the first result, and on WNA only for the second and the third ones.
A. Emotion Detection Tools
In our previous work [7] we have used, to extract emotions from the textual content of the books, WNA, a taxonomy of affective terms [10] . For our analysis we have considered a Porter-stemmed [24] Here we validate our results using a different emotion detection tool (LIWC), which, unlike WNA, is a taxonomy of affective terms that has been evaluated by human judges [15] . LIWC already includes stems of words together with complete (non-stemmed) words in all of its vocabularies. We consider the LIWC categories of General Affect (N = 917), Anger (N = 184), Anxiety (N = 91), Negative Emotions (N = 499), Positive Emotions (N = 408), and Sadness (N = 101).
Furthermore, to quantify happiness in books we also apply the 'Hedonometer' method (HED) [17] . This metric, applied also on Twitter data to extract various patterns of collective mood, is based on a set of 3, 686 weighted words which were previously evaluated for their degree of happiness using Amazon's Mechanical Turk. Differently from WNA and LIWC, HED does not consider explicitly terms with emotional content, but words chosen by frequency of usage and then evaluated for their degree of 'happiness', so that one can find terms such as "food" or "Christmas" (happy) and "funeral" or "terrorism" (sad). Another difference is that, in HED, terms are weighted, so that, if two terms have the same frequency in a text, they will anyway contribute differently to the general 'Happiness' score of that text [17] .
B. Vector Space Model
Similar to [25] , we represent the word frequency data by vectors, which, in our case, correspond to emotion words in a given data set for a particular year.
We compute 1-gram frequencies from 1900 to 2000 (a total of 101 years) from the Google Books Ngram corpus on three data sets: a) all books in English language, b) all books written in American English (published in the USA), and c) all books written in British English (published in the UK).
Google Books corpus provides the total count of 1-grams for each year. Since the number of books present in the corpus varies considerably through the years (books for 2000 are about 10 times more than for the beginning of the century), we obtain frequencies by normalizing the yearly count using the occurrences, for each year, of the word "the", which is considered as a reliable indicator of the total number of words in the data set ( [7] , [26] ).
For a year Y , given the count C the of the word "the" in the corpus as well as the counts {c i , ..., c n } of the n terms (caseinsensitive) representing a mood type, we compute a mood score (M Y ) as follows:
i.e., a mood score is essentially the average normalized frequency across the considered mood terms. In order to compare different types of moods effectively, after computing the mood scores for the entire set of years (1900 to 2000), we convert them to their z-score equivalent (Mz Y ), using:
where μ M and σ M denote the mean and standard deviation of the mood scores across the considered set of years.
In the case of HED, we extract from the Google Books corpus the frequencies of 3, 686 words taken from a list of 10, 222 words provided in [17] . These terms represent the words that were evaluated as particularly 'happy' or particularly 'unhappy', and exclude 'neutral', high-frequency words (stop-words). Their yearly (case-insensitive) counts are normalised using the total yearly sum (in this case, in order to obtain results comparable with [17] , we do not use the count of "the"), multiplied with the weights provided in [17] , and finally summed.
To avoid any bias related to normalization in determining the 'absolute' trends of moods (for result b -decrease in the use of emotion-related words), we repeated the procedure described in [7] , comparing the z-scores of moods time series with a z-score derived by a random sample of 10, 000 terms extracted from the Part of Speech database. 3 For the WNA experiments this random sample of terms is stemmed, whereas for LIWC we use a mix of stemmed and non-stemmed random terms, to replicate the composition of the lists. 3 Part of Speech database, http://wordlist.sourceforge.net/pos-readme. 
C. Confidence Interval Estimation and Part-Of-Speech Analysis
To assess the robustness of our results, CIs are estimated for the main emotion patterns we have presented. For this purpose, we apply bootstrap sampling [27] . The space of mood words is sampled with replacement 10, 000 times, i.e., in each bootstrap, we are using a random subset of the emotion terms to compute the emotion time series (or a difference between two time series, where applicable). We average across those results in a yearly fashion to retrieve a mean time series and use the 0.025 and 0.975 quantiles of the bootstrap samples to derive 95% CIs. The latter, consequently, may vary per year.
As a further quality control to our initial results, we repeat our main analysis tasks, this time taking in consideration only terms that were tagged in the Google corpus as adjectives (ADJ) or adverbs (ADV). The rational behind this action is based on the experimentally proven hypothesis that adverbs and adjectives are probably the best indicators of emotional content [23] .
IV. RESULTS
In the next paragraphs, we present all the results derived from our analysis. Our plots also contain a smoothed trend which is computed using Friedman's 'super smoother' [28] through R's function supsmu. 4 Comparisons between different time series are always indicated using Pearson's correlations with a sample size of N = 101 (i.e., the years ∈ [1900, 2000]). 
A. Comparison of emotion detection tools
We compute, as in [7] , a general 'Happiness' index for the 20 th century books present in the Google Books Ngram corpus. For WNA, this index is obtained as the difference between the z-score of Joy and the z-score of Sadness. Analogously, for LIWC, the index is obtained as the difference between the z-scores of terms representing Positive Emotions and Sadness. The two indices (see Figure 1 ) are strongly correlated (Pearson's r = 0.82, p < 0.0005). Figure 2 shows the same 'Happiness' index calculated trough HED. While some similarities are present (e.g., the 'happiness' peak at the end of 1920s and the 'sadness' peak corresponding to the Second World War), the index does not correlate with the respective WNA time series (Pearson's r = 0.18, p = 0.07). A straightforward observation for this index is that, in contrast with the previous results, manages to track a negative period corresponding to the First World War (compare Figures 1 and 2 ).
The second trend we analyse is the general usage of emotion-related terms in the whole century. Figure 3 shows that both WNA and LIWC identify a steady decrease in the use of affective words trough the century that stops (WNA) or changes direction (LIWC) in the last two decades. The time series produced by WNA and LIWC are highly correlated (Pearson's r = 0.81, p < 0.0005), however they deviate clearly from the 1980s onwards. The main explanation for this resides on the fact that LIWC contains a multitude of modern and possibly less formal terms that express emotion. For example, the top-10 LIWC entries in terms of relative For WNA we aggregated all six emotions, whereas for LIWC we used the category of General Affect.
frequency increase in that period are: geek*, soulmate*, ROFL, laidback, sucky, crappy, nerd*, LMAO, sweetie* and scary (the star indicates variable ending in LIWC, e.g., geek* will include geeky, geeks, and so on). The respective top-10 words for WNA are dysphor, lachrymos, schadenfreud, scarili, yucki, horrif, scari, peski, gai, flummox (notice the WNA terms are all stemmed). This observation seems to suggest that LIWC might be more biased towards contemporary words, which explains the robust increase present from the 1980s.
Regarding specific emotions, within the general decrease, 'Anger' and 'Digust' are the WNA categories with the highest and the lowest z-scores in 2000 respectively. This partly differs from the results presented in [7] , where we identified 'Fear' and 'Disgust' as the highest and lowest trending emotions.
Finally, we consider the difference between American English and British English books (Figure 4) . Again, the results obtained using WNA and LIWC are strongly correlated (Pearson's r = 0.87, p < 0.0005), and confirm that, since about 1960, American books show an increase in the usage of emotion-related terms when compared to books written in British English.
B. Evaluation of statistical robustness
As described in Section III-C, we apply bootstrap analysis to compute CIs for our main results in order to assess the robustness of each pattern. Figures 5 and 6 show CIs for the first main result, where we try to quantify the degree of 'Happiness' in books (Joy minus Sadness for WNA and Positive Emotions minus Sadness for LIWC). By observing the 95% CIs for WNA in Figure 5 , we conclude that the mean same analysis for LIWC ( Figure 6 ). In general, the 95% CIs for LIWC's 'Happiness' indicate an overall stronger robustness than WNA. However, they also show a few instability signs aligning with the WNA result (during the beginning and end of the century); still, those signs are of a definitely smaller magnitude. The means of the bootstrap samples for LIWC and WNA yearly 'Happiness' scores correlate (Pearson's r = 0.78, p < 0.0005) proving that both emotion detection tools extract a similar pattern. Figure 7 shows the 95% CIs corresponding to the second result (b) from Figure 3 , which was the decrease in emotion word use over the century [7] . Figure 8 then shows 95% CIs for the third result (c) from Figure Figure 4 , which was the divergence between American and British English books [7] . In both Figures 7 and 8 , we present results only for WNA, as these were strongly correlated with the results from LIWC. Figures 7 and 8 confirm that the patterns (b) and (c) are stable across the entire century. Similarly to Figures 5 and 6 , the CIs are slightly increasing during the last two decades.
C. Part-Of-Speech analysis
We also computed the 'Happiness' indices using the same method but limiting the data only to terms tagged as adjectives or adverbs (Figure 9 for WNA; Figure 10 for LIWC). While both have a significant linear correlation with the time series, where all terms -regardless of their POS tag -were used (for WNA: Pearson's r = 0.66, p < 0.0005; for LIWC: Pearson's r = 0.78, p < 0.0005), at visual inspection the trends appear to be qualitatively different (i.e., when compared to Figure 1) .
A major divergence, for example, concerns the last period of the trends, which is generally 'happier' in the original analysis. Interestingly, a great part of this anomaly, in particular for WNA, can be explained by a single high-frequency term, which is the word "like". The Google Ngram corpus shows that "like" increased by 64% in frequency from 1960 to 2000 (from 0.0011 to 0.0018; both frequencies are normalized with the yearly count of "the"). This is a good example of how 'Zipf's law' [22] affects results: a single word greatly contributes to the emotion-score increase for the categories of Joy (WNA) and, to a lesser extent, Positive Emotions (LIWC). When POS is taken into account, verbs are excluded and the increase disappears, since the use of "like" as an adverb or adjective remained, according to the data in Google Ngram corpus, basically unvaried. Indeed, if we compare the original WNA 'Happiness' trend excluding the word "like" with the POS version, their correlation is sensibly higher (Pearson's r = 0.93, p < 0.0005) compared to the one when term "like" is present (Pearson's r = 0.66, p < 0.0005).
The adjective-adverb analysis reconfirms the decrease in the usage of emotion-related terms (see Figure 11 ; Pearson's r = 0.99, p < 0.0005 with the WNA pattern depicted in Figure 3 ) as well as the divergence between books written in American and British English (see Figure 12 ; Pearson's r = 0.97, p < 0.0005 with the WNA pattern depicted in Figure 4 ). All results from the POS analysis are in line with the robustness levels indicated by the CIs and presented in the previous Section, i.e., WNA and LIWC 'Happiness' indices are less stable than the other emotional patterns.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We overall find a substantial agreement between the tools we used to measure emotional word frequencies in publications over the 20 th century. There were some notable specific differences, however. the one retrieved using HED. The reason for this may rely on the fact that HED is conceptually different from both WNA and LIWC, as it contains high-frequency terms evaluated for their degree of 'Happiness', and not terms associated to particular emotions.
Secondly, we found a quite different trend in aggregated frequencies of all emotional words, from about 1980 to 2000, between WNA and LIWC. This may be related to differences between the contents of each emotional taxonomy; in fact, the sets containing the top-10 terms with a relative frequency increase during this period for LIWC and WNA were completely disjoint.
Finally, a clear divergence was evident when we considered only adjectives and adverbs, rather than all emotion words. Imposing those constraints on the input data increased the variance between WNA and LIWC results and also yielded a qualitatively different pattern in the case of literary 'Happiness'. We found again, however, that this anomaly might be largely explained by isolated specific words. For example, simply removing one word ("like") from the comparison caused the non-POS and POS WNA results to fall back to similarity with each other.
In general, the patterns of literary 'Happiness' were proven less robust considering the statistical proof (bootstrap CIs) and the additional POS analysis; hence, further investigation may be essential. On the contrary, the decline of emotionword usage and the divergence between American and British English books were consistent across our analysis.
In a broader perspective, intuitively expected results - for example, the fact that books tended to have a lower 'Happiness' score during Second World War -may provide some confidence that more surprising results, such as the the decline of emotion-word usage, and the divergence between American and English books, represent real patterns.
Future challenges could include the incorporation of ngrams with n > 1 as they have a clearer semantic interpretation (e.g., "like" in the expression "I don't like X" is considered as a positive emotion term in our current analysis) as well as the investigation of languages other than English. Studying a variety of different human-generated inputs (blogs, Social Media, news articles, but also movie scripts and TV/radio transcripts) could also reveal interesting patterns. For example, a quick comparison between the non z-scored time series of HED (right y-axis in Figure 2 ) with scores obtained from recent (2008-2011) Twitter data [17] , reveals that books appear to be on average less 'happy' (with values ranging, during the century, approx. between 5.9 and 5.95, whereas Twitter content is often scored > 6).
In conclusion, the study of cultural evolution [29] - [31] might greatly benefit from the current availability and abundance of quantitative data. While, as for any new field of research, much work is needed to assess its full potential and applicability, our overall results are encouraging in regard to the application of such methodologies for studying long-term cultural dynamics. 
